
American Brain Foundation 
Executive Committee Meeting 

May 24, 2022 
5:00 p.m. CT 

Video Conference Call 

In Attendance:  David Dodick, MD, Chair; Ben Lenail, Vice Chair; Jacqueline French, MD, Secretary  

Excused: James Essey, Treasurer 

Staff: Jane Ransom, ED; Kim Howard; Samantha Ross; Emily Christian 

Guests: Ashley Logan & Warren Legner, Yakkety Yak Marketing 

Call to Order – David Dodick 
The meeting was called to order at 5:04 p.m. CT by Jane Ransom.  

Strategic Direction and Vision Statement – Jane Ransom 
The ABF has written up a draft of our new vision statement of where we’d like to be in 2030. It does need 
further refinement and living up to the dream of “being the American Heart Association for the brain” will take 
strategic planning. Do we want to include an aspect of patient assistance, advocacy, and education, or just 
keep our focus on research? Is there a middle ground, where we provide general awareness, education, and 
guidelines for the public, but not the in-depth patient services? Do we focus on brain health as a means of 
prevention of brain disease? 

Our continued partnership with the AAN is unique and should be valued. Balancing the in-industry focus with 
public-facing fundraising is wonderful, but we often siphon the public to the AAN’s resources (such as Brain & 
Life), and the AAN doesn’t always route back to the ABF. Building our own audience with our own information, 
and being an indispensable resource, should be a focus, but the current structure of our partnership doesn’t 
optimize this. Having our own content and education will facilitate fundraising. However, as a small 
organization, our resources are limited, while the AAN’s resources are much larger. How do we use our 
(currently) smaller profile in a way that the AAN would find beneficial, or do we make our own visible, public-
facing moves on our own account?  

It's worth liaising with other organizations (AHA, Michael J. Fox Foundation, American Cancer Society, etc.) to 
learn their stories of growth and strategy. Jane will take these thoughts into account, revise our vision 
statement further, and redistribute.  

Listening Session: Marketing – David Dodick 
As we head into Strategic Planning, it’s important to involve our marketing partners at Yakkety Yak. Dr. Dodick 
remarked on our increased visibility, which can be backed up with our social media response metrics. Ashley is 
satisfied with YY’s relationship with the ABF, as well as the results of our wide-reaching marketing campaigns. 
There is room for improvement, though, either through PSAs, campaigns or events – something harnessing 
virality.  

Executive Session – Jane Ransom 
Samantha Ross and Kim Howard were excused. 

Meeting adjourned at 5:54pm CT. 


